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NOTE ON A SUBRING OF C*(X)<» 

BY 

CHOO ENG-UNG 

Throughout, topological spaces are assumed to be completely regular. C{X) 
(resp. C*(X)) will denote the ring of all (resp. all bounded) continuous real-valued 
functions. j3X will denote the Stone-Cech compactification of X. In [2], Nel and 
Riorden defined C # (Z) to be the set of a l l / G C(X) such that M(f) is real in the 
residue class ring C(X)/M for every maximal ideal M in C(X). C^(Z) is a subalgebra 
as well as a sublattice of C*(X). Some equivalent topological and algebraic charac
terizations of C^(X) are given. The main aim of this paper is to prove that X is 
pseudocompact iff C^(X)=C(X) iff C*(X) determines the topology of X and is 
uniformly closed. All notations and background information are referred to [1]. 

LEMMA. If{xn:n e N} is a subset of a zero set Z of X such that limn_>00/(xn)=r 
and r $f[Z], then {xn:n e N} contains a C-embedded copy ofN. 

Proof. Let Z=Z(g) and h=l/((/-r)2+g2). Then h e C(X). Since h is unbounded 
on {xn:n e N}, hence {xn:n e N} contains a C-embeddable copy of N [1, 1.20]. 

The equivalence of (1) and (3) in the following theorem was given in [2]. 

THEOREM. For a function fe C(X) the following are equivalent. 

( l ) / e C ( * ) 
(2) fe C*(Z) andp e Cl^Zif-fip^for every p e [SX. 
(3) fe C*(X) andf[D] is finite for every C-embedded copy D ofN. 
(4) fe C*(X) andf[Z] is closed for every zero set Z ofX. 

Proof. We show (l)->(2)-^(3)->(4)->(l). 
(l)->(2). Let /G C*(X). Then/G C*(X) H, 5.7]. For any/? e 0X, since Mp(f) 

is real, hence /— r e Mp for some r e R. It follows that p e Clpx[Z(f—r)] and 
f(p)=r. 

(2)->(3). Let/7 G ClpxD. Then/7 e Clp x[Z(f-f(p))] n ClpxD. If Z(f-f(p)) n 
Z>=0, then afiXZ(f-f(p)) ^ ClpxD=0 [1, 1.18]. Thus Z ( / - / ' ( p ) ) nD^0 
and hence/ '(p) G/[Z>]. Hence f[D]=f[ClfiXD] is closed. It follows that/[Z)] is 
finite. 

(3)-*(4). Assume that / [Z] is not closed for some zero set Z. Let r e 
ClR[f[Z]]-f[Z]. Choose xneZ (neN) such that limn^00/(jcn)=r. Then, by the 
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lemma, {xn:ne N} contains a C-embedded copy D of N. It is obvious that/[Z>] 
is not finite. 

(4)->(l). Let M be any maximal ideal of C(X). Then M=MP for some/? e $X 
[1, 7.3]. Assume that f—f{p) $ Mp'. Then there exists a zero set Z such that 

peClfiXZ and Z r\Z(f-f(p)) = 0. Since/[Z] is closed, hence f(p) ef[Z\. 
This is a contradiction. Therefore,/—ffi(p) G A/p and hence M ( / ) is real. 

There is an interesting algebraic characterization of C # (X) which depends only 
on the maximal ideals in C(X) and C*(X). 

THEOREM. C#(X) w /fe largest subring of C*(X) satisfying: 
(1) C^(X) contains all the constant functions, and 
(2) Af* n C*(X)=M**> n c*(X)for every p e pX. 

Proof. Suppose G is a subring of C*(X) satisfying conditions (1) and (2). 
Let geG. For every p e fix, the function g-g\p) e M** n G. By condition (2), 
g-gP(p) e ^ ^ G . Thus, /> G Clpx[Z(g-gp(p))]. Therefore, g e C*(X). Hence 
G^C*(X). It remains to show that C*(X) satisfies the condition (2). For every 
pepX, it is obvious that Mp n C*(X)<^M*v n C#(X). L e t / e Af** n C*(X). 
T h e n / ' ( p ) = 0 and p eC\px{Z(f-f(p))]=C\0X[Z{f)]. Hence, / e F . Conse
quently, AT37 n C^(Z)=M*2 ' n C*(X) for every/? G /?X. 

We are now ready to prove the main theorem. 

THEOREM The following are equivalent. 
(1) X is a pseudocompact space. 
(2) C*(X)=C{X). 
(3) C^(X) determines the topology ofX and C # (Z) is uniformly closed. 

Proof. We show (i)-*(2)->(3)-*(l). 
(l)->(2). Since C(X) = C*(X), hence, M*=M** for every p e @X. 
By previous theorem, it follows that C^(X)=C(X). 
(2)->(3). It is obvious. 
(3)->(l). Suppose X is not pseudocompact. Then X has a C-embedded copy 

D={xn:neN}. Let {On:neN} be a countable collection of disjoint open sets 
where xn e On for every ne N. For every neN, there exists fn e C*(X) such 
that 

(i) /»(*») = 1/2". 
( i i )Z( / n ) contains JT-O n . 

and 

(hi) 0<fn<\\2\ 
Let g = 2"=i/n- s i n c e C^(X) is uniformly closed, hence g- G C^(Z). But g[Z>] 

is not closed. This is a contradiction. Consequently, Z i s a pseudocompact space. 

REMARK. It can be proved that if X is a locally compact space, then C^(X) 
determines the topology of X. It is difficult to find a space X where C^(X) does 
not determine the topology of X. 
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